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! ! = ! = ! + ! + !! (1)!
Each!firm’s!pricing!decision!is!a!constant!mark>up!(!)!of!the!unit!cost!(UC),!which!in!
turn!is!equal!to!the!wage!bill!(WB)!paid!per!unit!of!sales!(s).!!






















! !1 = !! + !ℎ1.!!.!" + !!.!!!! (4)!
The!second!group!in!society!consumes!all!their!share!of!disposable!income!plus!new!
loans!(nl)!obtained!from!banks.!!






























is!made!up!using!treasury!bills,!so!in!each!period!Δ !! = !"#$.!The!public!sector!
borrowing!requirement!(PSBR)!of!the!country!is!given!by!
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Bank A to bank C 
















Bank D to bank B 





























































Bank A to firms 
Bank B to firms 
Bank A to households (right 
scale) 
Bank B to households (right 


















































Bank C to 
households 































Bank C to firms 
Bank D to firms 





















































































































Bank A  Bank D 





































France 2nd Sc. 
France 1st Sc. 
Germany 2nd 
Sc. 
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France 1st Sc. 
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France 2nd Sc. 
France 1st Sc. 
Germany 2nd Sc. 











13  18  23  28  33  38  43  48  53  58 
Periods 
Real consumption 2nd Sc. 
Real consumption 1st Sc. 
Real Disposable income 2nd Sc. 






































































Exchange rate 2nd Sc. 
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